It is not uncommon for your resources to be stretched. Perhaps your staff is fully committed, your capital budget will not be available until a grant’s release date, or until you get series A funding…

We offer a simple solution to help you.

Without any long term commitments on your part, we can provide you with spotting and related development services at a fixed low hourly rate.

Jobs can be as small as few hours, or large ongoing production contracts.

The flexibility and pricing model you need!
Microarray printing
Biosensor coating
Biochips / Microfluidics
Low-volume micro pipetting
... and many more applications ...

Technologies

We have access to all of the dispensing technologies offered by M2-Automation. We can therefore apply the one(s) best-suited to your project.

Beyond spotting

- Oxygen plasma treatment
- Polymer coating
- Measure coating thickness,
- Immobilization effectiveness
- Measure binding affinities and kinetics
- Fill reagent vials / bottles for your test kits
- … and so much more!

Large Modern Facilities.

We have recently moved into a new 6,000 SQF facility.

We are located 30 min from Orlando International Airport, and 15 minutes from Disney

We make your dreams come true!

Quality Management System

We are working with Dekra, one of the premier ISO 13485 certification provider, towards our certificate. We expect to have completed the process by the end of the year.

“Sensoreal is proud to partner with axiVEND for the production of precision-spotted assay substrates in use on the International Space Station as part of the Life Science Research System’s Bio-Analyzer…

Without stable, uniform precision spotting by axiVEND, the microfluidic chip cannot do its job. We are proud to send axiVEND assay substrates to the ISS for the next research mission!”

Kate Turner, CTO

Low volume dispensing experts
1 833-AXI-VEND
sales@axiVEND.com
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